G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are seven transmembrane (TM) helical bundles comprising the main chemical sensors capable of responding to a wide range of signals including hormones, neurotransmitters, cytokines, smells and light[@b1][@b2][@b3], making them a premier pharmacological target. Recently, the number of solved GPCR structures[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9] has sky-rocketed providing detailed insight into their conformational states. Nonetheless, the mechanisms of receptor activation by their ligands are still not fully understood as these are intimately tied with protein and ligand dynamics[@b10][@b11][@b12]. It is generally accepted that GPCRs utilize an allosteric signaling mechanism to move the ligand binding signal across the membrane[@b13][@b14][@b15]. Allostery in proteins enables the activity of one site in a protein to modulate function at another spatially distinct region. In GPCR's ligands typically bind in the TM domain near the extracellular (EC) surface or even in the EC domain, a signal which is transmitted through conformational change in the TM domain to alter the structure in the distant cytoplasmic (CP) domain. The CP side is the location of interaction with the G protein, which transmits the activation signal to downstream targets. The conformational change in the CP domain also induces an opposing signaling cascade leading to de-activation, initiated by phosphorylation of the C-terminus by a kinase, and binding of arrestin to the phosphorylated receptor. The structure of rhodopsin in complex with peptides representing the G protein[@b16][@b17][@b18], and with arrestin[@b19] have been solved, providing insight into the details of the interfaces between these large signaling complexes.

How is allosteric signal transmission realized? It has been proposed that local structural fluctuations (LSFs)[@b20][@b21][@b22] play a major role in allostery in proteins and recent computational investigations with rhodopsin[@b23][@b24] have indeed supported the presence of a pre-organized network of connections that link allosteric sites via localized protein interactions to distant, functional sites. This pre-organized network of interactions is present in the *inactive state* of the receptor[@b25] and would provide a mechanism for activation (formation of Metarhodopsin II (Meta II) in the case of rhodopsin) in which concerted structural changes can spread to distant sites in the network.

Pharmacology of GPCRs is complex involving ligands that can be full, partial or inverse agonists and antagonists, and they have evolved such that each receptor can potentially control multiple intracellular signaling pathways[@b26][@b27][@b28]. This variability is supported by an ensemble of receptor conformations[@b29][@b30][@b31] that enables dynamic adaptation. A dominant pathway emerges from this dynamic conformational landscape only after a specific event such as ligand binding or changes in EC conditions shift the ensemble of the already existing pathways, which in turn can trigger a specific intracellular response or a set of responses.

In this work our interest is to identify the intermolecular interactions[@b32] that form the basis for the allosteric signal propagation in GPCRs. Computational approaches alone[@b23][@b24][@b25] cannot answer this question, and experimental approaches to study dynamics that are applicable to membrane proteins lack atomic detail[@b33][@b34][@b35]. Therefore, we have developed a combined computational-experimental approach for detecting, predicting, and elucidating the conformational diversity and molecular associations that lead to receptor activation.

The experimental part of our approach utilizes Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy, which (1) directly detects the internal fluctuations[@b36][@b37] that define the intrinsic dynamics of proteins in the \<100 cm^−1^ region of the spectrum and (2) is sensitive to local relaxations that reflect specific intramolecular and intermolecular thermally-induced fluctuations that are driven by external perturbations, such as ligand-binding, in the 100--200 cm^−1^ spectral region. The globally, correlated fluctuations (≤100 cm^−1^ spectral region) allow the protein to sample[@b38][@b39] the ensemble of conformations that describe the free energy landscape of all possible protein conformations. Hence, their detection provides a means of determining how sampling of the available conformational substates shifts the distribution of populations. The 100--200 cm^−1^ region reports on more localized intermolecular associations that form the basis[@b40] of allosteric signal propagation in proteins. These experimentally detected localized fluctuations are analogous to LSFs extracted from MD simulations. We therefore are able combine the THz measurements with MD simulations in order to connect the experimental data to specific residue and helical associations in the receptor structure.

We use the dim-light mammalian photoreceptor, rhodopsin, as our experimental model system for the GPCR family. While the vast majority of GPCRs are activated by small diffusible ligands, and covalent attachment of the ligand in the case of rhodopsin is unusual, overwhelming evidence from large numbers of prior studies demonstrate that the mechanism of activation is likely conserved[@b41]. Thus, while we cannot (yet) claim generality of the mechanism of activation proposed here for rhodopsin for other GPCRs, it provides a first glimpse into deep understanding of activation in the first GPCR structure investigated with this new approach. Furthermore, our coupling of the THz and MD results with evolutionary analysis of the rhodopsin-like GPCR family supports the view that the ligand-induced shifts in conformational ensembles and the consequent formation of pathway-selective receptor signaling are likely generic and will not rely on either ligand or G-protein specifics for formulation.

Results and Discussion
======================

Combined experimental-computational approach to study allostery
---------------------------------------------------------------

Allosteric signal propagation takes place through complex dynamic fluctuations in protein intramolecular contacts and are thus difficult to predict by relying on sequence-based statistical methods even when they are merged with computational (MD) simulations[@b42][@b43]. We set out to fill this gap by developing a combined mathematical model-experimental approach, outlined in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Computed protein evolutionary networks are coupled with a molecular level view of allosteric effect and communication guided by experimentally detected protein associations. Explicitly, we used THz spectroscopy to directly probe the conformational fluctuations associated with the ensemble dynamics in rhodopsin in addition to the receptor interaction networks that promote allosteric interactions in the receptor 3-D structure. We complement our experimental results with MD simulation as a means of calculating and assigning vibrational modes associated with specific residue interactions and helical associations. We also use principal component analyses (PCA) from the MD simulations as a way of comprehending the nature and role of global dynamics in stabilizing specific signaling pathways in the photo-activated receptor, Meta II. We extract local (LSFs) and global structural fluctuations (GSFs) from the MD trajectories to gain a better understanding of the mechanism in which specific protein interactions form allosteric signaling pathways in rhodopsin and this is weighed by computing evolutionary conserved interactions from a sequence alignment of the rhodopsin-like family to determine distinctive allosteric sites that may contribute to the common functionality of the receptor family. Lastly, we use force-distribution analyses (FDA) from the MD trajectories to consider the role of the retinal in both distributing and propagating stress within the interior of the receptor due to the retinal interactions that take place within the ligand-binding pocket and to further comprehend the influence of the retinal dynamics on the global modes of the receptor.

Conformational heterogeneity in dark-state rhodopsin
----------------------------------------------------

In rhodopsin, hydrogen-bonding (H-bonding) interactions between TM helices stabilize the visual pigment in an inactive conformation. However, an analysis of the local structural fluctuations (LSFs) from our MD simulation in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} indicates that there is an equilibrium of both inactive and active-state protein conformational fluctuations ([Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the dark-state protein. This conformational heterogeneity suggests that rhodopsin samples a diverse set of functional structures in its inactive state. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of structural fluctuations detected also implies that there are potentially multiple allosteric pathways ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) that pre-exist in the dark-state receptor even before any activation event has taken place.

Retinal torsional dynamics and the rhodopsin conformational ensemble
--------------------------------------------------------------------

An analysis of the retinal torsional dynamics from the MD simulation of the inactive state receptor also points to a ligand that possesses conformational heterogeneity. Vibrational analyses of the retinal torsional fluctuations from the MD simulation of the inactive state reveal vibrational frequencies at approximately 85 cm^−1^, 65 cm^−1^, and 40 cm^−1^ in the ≤100 cm^−1^ region of the spectrum in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. A subsequent mapping of the interactions of the retinal with the receptor from a force-distribution analysis (FDA) reveals structural conformations of rhodopsin in both inactive and active-like conformations ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This supports the notion that the retinal ligand also possesses conformational heterogeneity.

In the dark-state, the retinal ring is highly distorted in its hydrophobic pocket and the retinal overall is constrained by the covalent linkage to Lys296 on helix 7, the Schiff base network and the salt bridge with Glu113 on helix 3[@b44]. The FDA of the dark-state shows that steric contacts between the ligand and residues in the immediate vicinity of the ligand-binding pocket excite structural fluctuations in the retinal that are closely connected with the dynamics of the entire protein ([Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Analyses of the nature of the ligand-induced receptor fluctuations uncover two main conformations in the dark-state, (1) a dominant conformation ([Figures S4a and S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}c) where ligand-induced interactions promote a hinge-torsion in the global dynamics of the receptor that parallels the leading component from principal component analysis (PCA) of the dark-state from the MD simulation ([Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}d), and (2) a minor conformation ([Figures S4b,c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that arises from prominent, transient interactions of the receptor with the polyene chain methyl groups that resembles the ligand-induced interactions found in the crystal structure of Meta II[@b45]. In this case, the retinal-induced interactions induce an elongation torsion that moderately destabilizes contacts within the receptor core.

The dominant retinal ring conformation involves interactions with residues associated with both the oscillation of the Schiff base linkage in helix 3 and with weak ligand-induced forces with residues in the extracellular domain the promote stability in the retinal ligand-binding pocket in the dark-state of the receptor ([Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}a). The minor retinal β-ionone ring conformation is associated with transient fluctuations that modify the ligand-receptor interactions such that the interaction with the C9- methyl group of the retinal has a much stronger interaction with hydrophobic core residues Gly120 and Gly121 on helix 3 ([Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}b). Hence, the minor retinal-induced conformational orientation alters the packing interactions within the receptor hydrophobic core. Both orientations uncovered in this investigation are in line with previous MD simulations carried out by Lau *et al*. on dark-state rhodopsin[@b24]. In the previous study the torsional state of the retinal ring was found to occupy two distinct conformations: (1) a conformation in which the retinal C5-methyl group had strong contact with residues Thr118, Gly121, and Glu122 in the receptor core and (2) an orientation in which the β-ionone ring had stronger contact with residues Phe208, Tyr268, and Ala269 in the extracellular region of the receptor.

The FDA allows us to assign the retinal mode at 85 cm^−1^ in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} as a torsional fluctuation while the peak at 65 cm^−1^ is associated with a chain torsion coupled with a retinal ring bending motion ([Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Both modes (at 65 and 85 cm^−1^) are related to rhodopsin in the dominant (inactive-type) conformation where both the polyene chain and the β-ionone ring are known to undergo constrained torsional twisting[@b46]. Likewise, the peak close to 40 cm^−1^ in the simulation spectrum of the 11-*cis* retinal in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} involves a (polyene) chain torsional fluctuation in which the β-ionone ring movement is restricted by interactions with residues in helices 3 and 5. The 40 cm^−1^ retinal mode is a reflection of the ligand-induced interactions in the minor dark-state receptor conformation. The retinal peak at 65 cm^−1^ is coupled with a protein, global backbone torsion whereas the peaks at 85 cm^−1^ and 40 cm^−1^ are primarily linked with collective out-of-plane and in-plane protein side-chain fluctuations, respectively ([Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Experimental detection of the global modes of dark-state rhodopsin
------------------------------------------------------------------

In the \<100 cm^−1^ region of the experimental THz spectrum of dark-state rhodopsin there is a prominent peak at approximately 25 cm^−1^ in the spectrum and additional, smaller peaks at 55 cm^−1^ and 75 cm^−1^ in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. There is also a shoulder in the spectrum at approximately 85 cm^−1^. The peak at 25 cm^−1^ is attributed to the global oscillation of polar side chains that are tied with the dynamics of the entire protein[@b47], while the additional peaks are likely associated with collective helical oscillations[@b48] that are at a similar frequency to the low-frequency peaks identified in the retinal torsional dynamics from the MD simulation in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

Vibrational analysis of receptor dynamics from MD simulation
------------------------------------------------------------

Using vibrational analyses from the MD trajectories as a guide in interpreting the experimental data ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), we find that the \~55 cm^−1^ mode in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} is likely ascribed to a collective, torsional oscillation that involves backbone motion of all the TM helices and comprises the entire protein. The collective backbone motion connects the EC side of rhodopsin with the G-protein coupled region ([Supplementary Figures S4d and S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A comparison of the general vibrational analysis of the backbone motion to the largest PCA mode in the MD simulation supports the conclusion that the largest contribution to the backbone mode comes from residues surrounding the retinal-binding pocket but also includes smaller-amplitude oscillations from CP loop residues as well as EC loop residues that together, modulate the H-bonding network of interactions adjacent to the retinal ([Supplementary Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These smaller-amplitude fluctuations taking place in the G-protein region extend the collective backbone fluctuation from the ligand-binding pocket out to the protein CP region ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 55 cm^−1^ mode is closely coupled with the out-of-plane torsional oscillations of the β-ionone retinal ring as indicated by the PCA of the FDA. Interestingly, the polyene chain makes very little contribution to this low-frequency fluctuation (at 55 cm^−1^). Similarly, using the same vibrational analysis method we are able to tentatively assign the peak at 75 cm^−1^ in the experimental spectrum with collective oscillations of amino acid side-chains that are predominately clustered around the terminal portion of the retinal chain (C-13).

It is interesting to note that there is a 40 cm^−1^ retinal-receptor mode that is not prominent in the experimental room-temperature spectrum of inactive rhodopsin in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In the previous section we identified a mode at this frequency that described retinal-rhodopsin interactions associated with a minor conformation in the receptor ensemble dynamics. Our calculation of the prominent dynamical fluctuations of specific residues residing in the retinal-binding pocket ([Fig. 3c,d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) also seems to support this supposition. The low-frequency spectrum (≤100 cm^−1^) of the distinct residues lining the ligand binding region contain peaks at approximately 25 cm^−1^, 55 cm^−1^, and 75 cm^−1^ but the 40 cm^−1^ mode is missing in [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The absence of the 40 cm^−1^ oscillation indicates that the fluctuation may be associated with a minor conformation that is not central in the equilibrium dynamics of the dark-state receptor.

Retinal isomerization and shift in the conformational ensemble in Meta II
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} a plot of torsional oscillations of the retinal dynamics from the MD simulation in dark-state and Meta II demonstrates that relaxation of the retinal after isomerization shifts the peaks of torsion to lower frequency. Specifically, there are peaks at approximately 20 cm^−1^ and 10 cm^−1^ in the low-frequency vibrational spectrum that are both related to collective, polyene chain torsional fluctuations. From analyzing the retinal vibrational modes alone and then how they were coupled to the receptor dynamics, we are able to conclude that the peak at 10 cm^−1^ is related to a torsional fluctuation of the C-20 methyl group near the terminus of the polyene chain and the 20 cm^−1^ mode is associated with a collective chain-twisting oscillation.

The low frequency vibrational modes (≤100 cm^−1^) from the *all-trans* retinal from the Meta II MD simulation shown in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} detail peaks that are visibly red-shifted when compared with the 11-*cis* retinal in the equivalent spectral region. Further examination from the FDA suggests that the shift in peak frequency reflects an increase in the dominance of methyl group fluctuations in the Meta II retinal dynamics that principally involve fluctuations of methyl groups ([Supplementary Figure S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of both the C-9 and C-13 atoms on the polyene chain[@b49]. An analysis of the origin of the retinal modes indicates that the mode at 20 cm^−1^ is coupled to the global dynamics of the more flexible active-state protein ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After photo-isomerization, the relaxation of torsional strain triggers an overall change in the dynamics of the retinal ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Our FDA analysis of Meta II indicates that it is the conformational rearrangements in the receptor in response to the altered ligand dynamics that cause intermolecular contact variations in the vicinity of the retinal-binding pocket. These changes result in increased flexibility ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) in the ligand chain[@b50][@b51] while at the same time constraining the movement of the retinal β-ionone ring ([Supplementary Figures S4--S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the increased flexibility of the retinal chain in Meta II is directly tied with the release of interhelical constraints (that are present in its inactive-state). These constraints underlie adjustments within the extended H-bonding network of residues surrounding the retinal-binding pocket. The changes in the ligand-induced protein interactions that take place after isomerization gives rise to agonist (*all-trans* retinal) binding that is more flexible than inverse agonist (*11-cis* retinal) binding in the retinal binding pocket. This has important ramifications on the flexibility of the entire protein. For instance, as a whole, we find that Meta II is far more flexible than the inactive protein ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and see discussion on the 110 cm^−1^ peak below).

Above 100 cm^−1^ the motions of the retinal from the MD simulation in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the effect of the more localized ring and chain torsions in the calculated vibrational spectrum. Assignments from the vibrational analysis ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}) determine that the peaks at approximately 160 cm^−1^ and 150 cm^−1^ are associated with the wringing, torsional oscillation of the β-ionone ring. From the FDA on both receptor states, we find that the retinal ring oscillations are interconnected with localized fluctuations of the retinal chain and the twisting motion of select, mobile regions of the polyene chain, respectively. Using FDA to analyze the coupling between retinal and receptor fluctuations in both the inactive and Meta II states of the receptor indicates that these more localized retinal motions are coupled with somewhat rigid fluctuations taking place in the protein helices and loops that serve as structural constraints in the receptor. The retinal torsional oscillations in Meta II reveal peaks at 120 cm^−1^ and 130 cm^−1^. The red-shift of the torsional peaks when contrasted with the dark-state receptor highlight an increased coupling of the C-9 and C-13 retinal methyl group dynamics with the helical fluctuations of Meta II.

Experimental detection of global modes of Meta II
-------------------------------------------------

The low-frequency (\<100 cm^−1^) experimental spectrum of Meta II in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} differs significantly from the dark-state. In fact, there are no clearly resolved peaks in the equivalent region suggesting that the protein modes excited after isomerization are (1) not strongly-infrared active and/or (2) red-shifted to very low frequencies.

Experimentally detected interaction networks in Meta II and dark-state rhodopsin
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the \>100 cm^−1^ region of the experimental spectrum we detect motions in rhodopsin that reveal more localized intermolecular interactions such as interhelical contacts as well as helical interactions with the solvent. For example in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the peaks at approximately 150 cm^−1^ and 140 cm^−1^ in the dark-state spectrum are likely associated with interhelical and solvent-induced H-bonding interactions[@b52]. An analysis of the H-bonding dynamics of the intra- and interhelical fluctuations in both states of the receptor from the MD simulations reveal peaks at a similar frequency, further confirming our assignments ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). From the analyses of the H-bonding dynamics from the MD simulation we determine that the receptor modes (at 150 cm^−1^ and 140 cm^−1^) are highly influenced by the retinal dynamics involving out-of-plane distortions that incorporate both the β-ionone ring and the polyene chain. Further, the helical fluctuations identified appear to be analogous to those detected in the MD simulation of the retinal at a slightly higher frequency in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Above 160 cm^−1^ the experimental spectrum is dominated by modes that describe hydration and bulk water intermolecular interactions[@b53][@b54].

In addition to the \~150 cm^−1^ and 140 cm^−1^ modes observed in the dark-state there are also additional peaks in the experimental spectrum at approximately 130 cm^−1^, 120 cm^−1^, and 110 cm^−1^ in the \>100 cm^−1^ spectral region in the light-state receptor in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The peaks at 130 cm^−1^ and 120 cm^−1^ are close in frequency to those uncovered in the retinal torsional spectrum of the MD simulation of Meta II in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, we have identified peaks at similar frequencies in previous investigations on other proteins[@b48][@b55]. Hence, the vibrational analyses from the MD simulations carried out in this investigation combined with our previous studies on other proteins allow us to associate the experimentally observed peaks at about 120 cm^−1^ and 130 cm^−1^ in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} with anharmonic, solvent-mediated fluctuations that couple to protein main-chain and backbone atoms, respectively[@b48][@b52][@b56]. It is interesting to note that both solvent-mediated modes oscillate distinctly from the solvent-induced modes observed in the experimental dark-state spectrum. This suggests that there is an additional, distinct class of water molecules interacting with Meta II that is not present and/or prominent in the dark-state protein. Further we determine that the localized fluctuations detected in Meta II are strongly coupled with torsional oscillations of methyl groups in the retinal polyene chain. Therefore, we assign the peak at 110 cm^−1^ in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} with the torsional oscillation of methyl groups of solvent-exposed helices in the receptor. From earlier experiments on other proteins[@b48][@b52] we have found that the experimentally determined 110 cm^−1^ peak is a general indicator of a flexible protein environment[@b48]. This supports our earlier notion that Meta II is more flexible than the dark-state receptor.

Localized structural fluctuations (LSFs) and the formation of a dominant allosteric pathway in Meta II
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, solvent-mediated H-bonding interactions appear to be an important constituent of the localized structural fluctuations that we detect experimentally. We therefore investigated the water-mediated H-bonding networks associated with highly conserved residues[@b57] in rhodopsin and other rhodopsin-like GPCRs that are known to be involved with the functional mechanism of activation. [Figure 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} displays all of the conserved networks of H-bonds involving water molecules in rhodopsin taken from the literature, highlighting the D(E)RY, CWxP, Schiff base-counter ion and NPxxY network. The localized structural fluctuations of water contacts in the conserved water motifs have been conjectured[@b58] to play a prominent role in the transmission of activation signals in the family of receptors by mediating communication from the ligand binding pocket to the CP side where G protein binding and activation occur. We therefore analyze the structural fluctuations in these conserved water-mediated H-bond networks in more detail and consider them in relationship to the LSFs calculated in this investigation on rhodopsin.

In [Fig. 5c,d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, a graphical representation of the Meta II LSFs (from the MD simulation) clearly demonstrates that the magnitude of LSFs in the protein structure has been dramatically reduced in Meta II when contrasted with the inactive state protein in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The LSFs in Meta II form a correlated set of (localized) fluctuations that connect helices 3, 4, and regions of the N-terminus as well correlated fluctuations of the β4 strand of EL2 that together function to stabilize the retinal in the *all-trans* configuration. Furthermore, the helical dynamics of the active-state induce LSFs in helices 6 and 7 that form a direct (allosteric) pathway from the EC side of rhodopsin to the CP region.

Local conformational fluctuations also modulate the coupling between the retinal and global structural fluctuations in Meta II. This is visible from the FDA of Meta II ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that shows that the flexibility of the ligand in the active-state is crucial for the development of localized, anharmonic fluctuations that form the basis for allosteric signal propagation. An analysis of the LSFs from the Meta II MD simulation in [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"} show that changes initiated in the H-bonding network of residues directly adjacent to the photo-excited ligand mediate localized, collective fluctuations in areas incorporating the EC loop 2 (EL2) along with the EC ends of helices 4--6. The modification of helical contacts leads to steric clashes between the *all-trans* retinal and residues in helix 5 that result in the subsequent displacement of the retinal β-ionone ring away from Trp265 (Trp6.48 in the Ballesteros-Weinstein notation[@b59]) in helix 6. The shift of the retinal ring away from Trp265 initiates an outward rotation of helix 6 on the CP side. The outward rotation of Trp265 has been identified as the key to receptor activation[@b60]. From our analysis we find that coupling of the flexible, retinal chain torsional oscillations with the localized rotational oscillation (rotamer "toggle")[@b61] consisting of Phe261, Trp265, and Tyr268 that overlap with the CWxP motif on helix 6 ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) forms the underlying mechanism for allosteric pathway formation in Meta II. The development of the thermally activated process consisting of the ligand and the localized rotational mode is facilitated by the disruption of the dark-state extended H-bond network consisting of conserved interhelical constraints. We determine that through the disruption of these constraints, the localized rotational fluctuation is propagated through helices 6 and 7 via LSFs and the signal is further transmitted to the CP side of the protein by means of a conserved network of solvent-induced H-bonding interactions. This creates a defined route comprised of correlated, anharmonic fluctuations connecting the retinal binding-pocket dynamics with oscillations taking place in the G-protein binding region of rhodopsin as shown in [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}.

The FDA of Meta II also confirms that the new contacts established after isomerization stabilize the active-state receptor ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These newly formed interactions also make other conformations within the ensemble less accessible. In effect, light activation has shifted the equilibrium of the conformational ensemble toward a specific active conformation and changes in specific intermolecular interactions have been adjusted to stabilize it[@b62]. As a result, Meta II is comprised of a more homogenous ensemble of structures and consequently a single, dominant allosteric pathway linking the retinal-binding pocket to the protein CP domain[@b23].

From the examination of the overlap of the Meta II LSFs with the GSF ([Supplementary Signal](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} propagation and GSFs) we find that the relaxation of the retinal after isomerization not only modifies its dynamical motion but the observed changes underlie alterations in the protein intrinsic fluctuations. It is likely that we observe these changes in the receptor global fluctuations experimentally when contrasting the dark and light-state of rhodopsin in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In this narrative, the retinal has a decisive role in the conformational selection mechanism. The ligand induced-protein fluctuations induce allosteric changes in the receptor global modes and the change in receptor dynamics reflects the shift of the relative populations of conformational states sampled within the ensemble.

The role of coupling of localized vibrational modes in the dynamic allostery of Meta II
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The dynamical analysis of the Meta II LSFs are shown in [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and a mapping of the LSF components onto the Meta II structure is shown in [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} we can detect a *vibrational* resonance between the retinal methyl fluctuations, the localized rotational oscillations of the rotamer, and the conserved, solvent-mediated H-bond networks that are activated with light isomerization. One network in particular stands out, namely that associated with Asn302. It serves as an intermediary between the coupled networks as can be seen in the mapping of the LSF onto the structure in [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Structurally, it stabilizes the infrastructure for a collective, fluctuational focal point that oscillates distinctly from the rest of the receptor associations. This distinctive resonance of correlated fluctuations forms a coherent pathway of allosteric communication in the receptor 3-D structure (steps 1--3, [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis further supports our above conclusion that the peaks detected in the experimental THz spectrum in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} at 120 cm^−1^ and 130 cm^−1^ reflect the anharmonic fluctuations associated with the allosteric interactions in Meta II. These anharmonic fluctuations do not appear to be present in the dark state receptor.

It is also worth mentioning that a vibrational analysis of the significant interactions forming the LSFs in Meta II from the MD simulation has uncovered a distinct class of water molecules associated with the conserved H-bonding network that forms part of the allosteric interface. The water molecules forming the network oscillate at 80 cm^−1^ ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and are located close to the surface of residues identified as conserved micro-switches in rhodopsin. Previous experimental[@b63] and computational[@b53][@b64] investigations on protein hydration water have identified a peak at a similar frequency and in these instances it was described as a localized, water relaxation mode that fosters the propagation of collective, vibrational oscillations in hydrated proteins. The localized solvent-relaxation (LSR) mode would be expected to be a negligible component of the hydration water in rhodopsin and it is unlikely that such a mode would be detected experimentally. Nonetheless, we propose that these water molecules form an integral part of the allosteric network.

The possible origin of long-range allostery in rhodopsin
--------------------------------------------------------

Asn302 (Asn7.49) of the conserved NPxxY motif is located at the intracellular end of TM VII. As described above, it has been identified as a constituent of the conserved network of H-bonds in rhodopsin[@b65] and other rhodopsin-like proteins[@b26][@b66] that provide structural constraints in the dark-state and dynamically rearrange after photo-isomerization in the transition to the active Meta II state ([Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

The results from this investigation suggest that the residue may also have a more integral role in connecting the ligand dynamics with the protein collective fluctuations that are involved with intracellular signaling. We find that Asn302 in rhodopsin functions as important mediator in the formation of the extended allosteric network ([Fig. 5c,d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). It links the collective helical oscillations that trigger activation with the conserved H-bonding network of fluctuations that extend the signal to the CP interface.

Asn302 also has a central role in the ligand-induced shift in the conformational ensemble in rhodopsin that takes place after isomerization. In previous sections we have demonstrated that the ligand motion is coupled with the conserved network of H-bonding interactions and conversely, the protein motion with the retinal ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore changes in intermolecular interactions in the extended allosteric network would result in a shift in the equilibrium of the population of accessible conformers. Hence, Asn302 represents an important component in the allosteric network in that it is has the capacity to modulate the extended allosteric environment.

Earlier studies on rhodopsin have indicated that there is an evolutionarily conserved network of residues that communicate the pathway of signal transmission in the general rhodopsin-like family[@b67]. From a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) analysis carried out on rhodopsin-like proteins in this work ([Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) we find that Asn302 has a central position in the network of densely connected residues. It is the most connected amongst residues, even higher than Glu134/R135 of the D(E)RY motif ([Figure S9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that its role in the signal propagation mechanism in the protein family may be significant. It has links to a number of loops and functional residues that allude to its importance in coupling a structural arrangement of connected loops that correlate the movements of EL2 near the retinal-binding site with specific residues in helices 3--7 ([Supplementary Signal](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} propagation and GSFs). The correlated movements are associated with helical rearrangements and the subsequent disruption of H-bonding constraints that are required for receptor activation[@b68] and have also been shown to contribute to the binding surfaces involving tertiary contacts[@b69] of both rhodopsin and G~t~.

The MSA also reveals that Asn302 has high coevolution propensity ([Figure S10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) signifying that it may have a prominent role in substrate binding or recognition[@b70]. It forms links *between* a number of different network communities. In general, highly coevolved residues that serve as "linkers" between different network communities like Asn302 have been shown to facilitate enhanced long-range signaling in the network of connected residues[@b56][@b71]. It has been proposed that through these linker residues a signaling pathway is modified when a perturbation is introduced. In other words, high coevolution value linker residues are effective in altering signaling pathways by establishing (or eliminating) channels of long-range communication within the protein network. It provides key connections between the individual components of the allosteric signaling pathway. In this work we find that the position of Asn302 in the greater rhodopsin-like MSA implies that the residue is associated with a structural signature that may be linked with a general mechanism for activation in the rhodopsin-like family of receptors rather than attributed to a specific mechanism associated with G-protein recognition or binding.

Signal propagation and globally correlated structural fluctuations in rhodopsin
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Following the pathway of mechanical stress that is propagated within the interior of the receptor due to retinal isomerization with FDA, we find that activation leads to a global hinge-like, elongation torsion in rhodopsin ([Supplementary FDA](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Signal](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} propagation and GSFs). The torsion conjointly releases constraints associated with the inactive receptor and stimulates interactions that support the formation of a dominant allosteric signaling pathway in Meta II. The global torsion is communicated as large changes in main chain torsional angles involving a small number of residues in a localized region. For example, residues that form part of the CWxP rotamer, especially Pro267 (Pro6.50), located near the central hinge region in [Fig. 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"} promote movement in TM6 on the opposite side of the hinge. The localized rotational motion of the Trp265 (Trp6.48) rotamer is further correlated with fluctuations in both EC (EL2) and CP loops (CL2 and CL3) that foster oscillations in conserved helical regions[@b72] ([Supplementary Figure S10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the rhodopsin-like family that are known to be involved with activation. Interestingly, the dynamics of Asn302, which sits at the midpoint region connecting the separate domains of the global hinge torsion, provides the coupling point of a conserved, extended H-bonding network of residues[@b58][@b73] (comprised of residues within the same MSA network community as Asn302 as well as residues in different, connected communities) with the LSR mode. The extended dynamics of the hinge residue coupled with the LSR mode creates an amplified signal-propagating element in the protein 3-D structure. Together, the strongly correlated rotational motions involving the centrally located hinge point residue (Asn302 in rhodopsin), the LSR mode, and the conserved rotamer define a relaxation mechanism on a local level that ultimately unites regions associated with the long-range allosteric interactions that are triggered with activation.

Rhodopsin bound to arrestin, heterogeneity of retinal conformations, and multiple signaling pathways
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the significance of our findings for rhodopsin signal transduction, we extended our LSF analysis to the recently determined structure of the arrestin-rhodopsin complex[@b19]. The comparison with our Meta II analysis allows us to extract the localized fluctuations that are induced by arrestin binding ([Fig. 7a,b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). We find that the binding of arrestin disrupts the highly conserved functional interactions that form structural motifs that stabilize Meta II. These interactions include Arg135 -- Tyr223 which stabilizes the TM3-TM5 interface and the Lys231 -- Glu247 salt-bridge that forms the CP TM5-TM6 connection. The Asn302 network of interactions is also disrupted with arrestin binding leading to a sampling of two distinct H-bonding environments on the time scale of the simulation. The peak in the Asn302 network at approximately 165 cm^−1^ in [Fig. 7c](#f7){ref-type="fig"} involves interactions of molecules involved with strong interhelical H-bonding and the smaller peak at 120 cm^−1^ represents a smaller component of molecules that are analogous to the H-bonding contacts found in Meta II not bound with arrestin ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The heterogeneity within the Asn302 network is further confirmed from the analysis of the water molecules incorporated within the cluster of interactions ([Fig. 7c](#f7){ref-type="fig"} inset) that form the extended network of H-bonds of the molecule. The spectrum of water molecules reveals two peaks. The peak at about 145 cm^−1^ describes water molecules integrated within the rigid interhelical H-bond fluctuations of the receptor, while the smaller shoulder in the spectrum at approximately 20 cm^−1^ describes water molecules with a prominent rotational character. The latter group reflects those dynamic water molecules that are able to move more freely within the receptor solvation shell in the vicinity of conserved network of H-bonding interactions. The cluster of anharmonic solvent H-bonding molecules that form part of the allosteric interface in Meta II at 80 cm^−1^ (LSR mode) is also absent in the arrestin-bound rhodopsin complex further signifying the splintered long-range connections in the receptor.

It is interesting to point out that the weakening of interhelical interactions, particularly those involved with the Asn302 H-bonding cluster of interactions, directly results in changes in the network of interactions surrounding the ligand-binding pocket. The coupling between distinct components of the allosteric network ([Fig. 5c,d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) is disrupted with arrestin binding leading to a disconnect between the dynamical interactions taking place within the retinal ligand-binding pocket and the network of interactions that lead toward the G-protein binding region of the receptor ([Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the break-down of stabilizing interactions in the functional microdomain regions of Meta II is also the source of increased retinal mobility in the ligand-binding pocket ([Fig. 7c,d](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Residues such as Tyr178 and Ile189 that normally constrain the β-ionone ring in Meta II have increased mobility as a result of arrestin binding. Moreover, the modulation of the ligand-binding pocket residues is directly tied with the increased structural flexibility of the retinal ([Fig. 7c](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). In this investigation we have conjectured that the ability of the retinal to assume multiple conformational states is intertwined with the generation of multiple, distinct signaling pathways in both the inactive and active receptor. From this point of view, it is interesting to point out that arrestin does promote a series of fragmented small-scale structural fluctuations in Meta II ([Fig. 7a,b and d](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). None of these induced-fluctuations appear to form long-range correlated fluctuations that would create a distinct signaling pathway from the retinal ligand-binding pocket to the arrestin binding region. This suggests that in addition to its assumed role of providing steric hindrance to the binding of the G protein, arrestin binding fragments the activation signal in rhodopsin itself.

Conclusions
===========

In this investigation we use a combined experimental and computational approach to examine the conformational ensemble dynamics and the consequent formation of allosteric interactions in rhodopsin with the aim of gaining a molecular level understanding of activation. We find that the dynamics of the retinal are directly correlated with shifts in the equilibrium of the population of states of the protein conformational landscape. In particular, the detected coupling of the ligand dynamics to the protein low frequency modes[@b64][@b74][@b75] indicates that the retinal motion is directly tied with the overall protein configuration during the photo-isomerization process. In the hydrophobic ligand-binding pocket the retinal makes contacts with various residues that subsequently alters the dynamical ensemble of the accessible conformations. Hence, the ligand-induced protein interactions have a strong influence on the potential stabilization/destabilization of the functioning protein conformations.

We also determine that the local changes to structural constraints and reorganization of an extended H-bonding network involving conserved residues and water molecules mediate allosteric communication in Meta II. The conserved protein-solvent H-bonding interactions construct a pathway of interconnected fluctuations that oscillate distinctly from the rest of the protein. This creates a coherent route from the ligand-binding pocket out to the CP region where G-protein activation occurs.

These networks of conserved interactions represent adaptable communication pathways that change with activation. In the dark-state the specific network of H-bonding interactions act to stabilize the protein. In the active-state they arbitrate the structural plasticity linked with ligand-induced shifts in the conformational ensemble. The localized conformational fluctuations that are triggered with isomerization couple with the retinal motion. Together the active-state protein-ligand dynamics, modulated by a co-evolutionary network that regulates long-range communication in the rhodopsin-like GPCR family, steer the sampling of conformational states within the pre-existing ensemble. The associated dynamics alter the equilibrium of the populated states, which consequently is central in the formation of a single, major allosteric pathway in the protein 3-D structure. This ultimately links the EC side of the protein with that of the CP region. The long-distance concerted structural changes that arise in response to activation in rhodopsin may also hint at a common network of interactions in the mechanism of activation of class A GPCRs.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Sample Preparation
------------------

Rhodopsin samples were purified in detergent micelles composed of dodecyl maltoside (DM). The choice of DM as a detergent is justified because the conformational changes in rhodopsin in DM are virtually identical to those seen in liposomes[@b76]. Rhodopsin samples were obtained through transient transfection or from stable cell lines. Transient transfection of COS-1 cells was carried out as described[@b77], with the exception that the cells were harvested 72 h after transfection. Tetracycline inducible HEK293S stable cell lines were established as described previously[@b78]. Both types of cells were solubilized with 1% (w/v) DM for one hour and the proteins were purified by 1D4 immuno-affinity chromatography in 0.05% DM as described[@b79]. Briefly, after solubilization of the cells, the suspension was centrifuged for 30 min at 35,000 rpm and 4 °C. The supernatant was mixed with 1D4 Sepharose beads (approximate binding capacity of 1 μg rhodopsin/μl of resin) for at least 6 h at 4 °C. The resin was then washed with 50 bed volumes of 0.05% (w/v) DM in PBS followed by 10 bed volumes of 0.05% (w/v) DM in 2 mM Na~2~HPO~4~/NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 6.0). WT and mutant proteins were eluted with 70 μM C-terminal nonapeptide (TETSQVAPA) in 0.05% (w/v) DM in 2 mM Na~2~HPO~4~/NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 6.0). The initial concentration of the sample was determined by UV absorbance and subsequently diluted to a concentration of 200 μm in preparation for the THz spectroscopy experiments.

The rhodopsin samples used in the THz spectroscopy experiments were prepared by allotting 20 uL of the prepared sample onto a custom ordered diamond transmission window (Specac Co., United Kingdom). Excess water from the solution was initially removed by applying a low, steady flow of N~2~ gas over the sample droplet for approximately 3 minutes. The resulting sample was subsequently rehydrated by equilibrating the dried-off sample in a vacuum sealed container with the vapor pressure of a saturated salt solution at 20 °C for a minimum of 3 days. A relative humidity (RH) of 97% was obtained from the vapor pressure of a saturated K~2~SO~4~ solution[@b80]. The prepared rhodopsin sample was subsequently placed in a sealed transmission cell consisting of two diamond window substrates and a saturated salt solution was placed at the bottom of the cell to ensure that hydration was maintained throughout the experiment.

THz Spectroscopy Experiments
----------------------------

The dark-state rhodopsin experiments were performed under dim-red light conditions and photo-isomerization was triggered with visual light excitation. The THz spectroscopy experiments were carried out on a Jasco FTIR - 6000 series spectrometer. The protein sample spectra were collected with a liquid helium cooled bolometer in the 15--250 cm^−1^ spectral range. The 15--100 cm^−1^ THz spectra were collected with a 25-micron beam splitter while the data in the 100--250 cm^−1^ spectral region was collected with a 12-micron beam splitter. For each transmission measurement a 25 mm diameter region of the protein sample was illuminated with the THz beam to determine the absorbance. In the spectral measurements presented, each scan consists of 16 averaged scans and the infrared data was collected with a spectral resolution of 4 cm^−1^.

Molecular Dynamic Simulations
-----------------------------

### MD simulation of dark state rhodopsin and Meta II

Each MD simulation consisted of a starting x-ray crystal structure taken from the PDB database. PDB structure 1u19 was used for the inactive (dark) state of rhodopsin and 3pxo was used for Meta II. In all simulations, the receptor was embedded in a hydrated lipid bilayer with all atoms represented explicitly. Specifically, the dark-state receptor and any resolved water molecules from the crystal structure were embedded in an equilibrated palmitoyloleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer consisting of 110 lipid molecules, and additional 7400 water molecules, and 100 mM NaCl (to neutralize the net charge of the system). The membrane system was built with the use of the g_membed tool in Gromacs. All titratable groups in the receptor were considered to be charged[@b81]. The exceptions were Asp83 and Glu122, which were both neutral in both the dark-state and Meta II MD simulations. Also for the dark-state MD simulation, the Schiff base was protonated whereas Glu113 was deprotonated. For the Meta II simulation both the Schiff base and Glu113 were set to neutral. The active state receptor combined with the structural waters from the crystal structure was prepared in a similar manner to that of the dark-state. MD simulations were performed at 300 K using the Gromacs package ([www.gromacs.org](http://www.gromacs.org)) version 5.0. The GROMOS96 43a2 force field parameters were utilized for the protein and the Berger lipid parameters were used for the lipid component of the membrane protein[@b82]. The SPC water model was used for hydration and the ground-state retinal parameters[@b83] for both the 11-*cis* and *all-trans* retinal chromophore were obtained from the Bondar group.

In the rhodopsin simulations, energy minimizations were initially carried out to reduce the number of unfavorable contacts between added solvent molecules and the receptor using a steepest descent method to a convergence tolerance of 0.001 kJ mol^−1^. The energy minimization was followed by a MD run with constraints for 200 ps in which an isotropic force constant of 100 kJ mol^−1^ nm^−1^ was used on the protein and lipid atoms. During the restrained dynamics simulation, the temperature and pressure of the system were kept constant by weak coupling to a modified velocity rescaled Berendsen temperature[@b84] and pressure baths and in all cases the protein, lipid, water, and ions were coupled to the temperature and pressure baths separately. The output conformation from the MD simulation with constraints was used as the starting conformation for an initial 200 ns equilibrium MD simulation.

Six subsequent simulations were conducted where randomized conformations from the last 10 ns of the equilibrium simulations were used as starting point conformations for each distinct simulation. These subsequent simulations were carried out for an additional 600 ns and were eventually used to assess the picosecond time scale fluctuations in the receptor systems. The final simulations were carried out with a 1 fs time step where the bonds between the hydrogen and the other heavier atoms were restrained to their equilibrium values with the linear constraints (LINCS) algorithm[@b85]. Particle mesh Ewald (PME) method[@b86] was used to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions in the simulation and was used with a real-space cutoff of 1.0 nm, a fourth order B-spline interpolation and a minimum grid spacing of 0.14 nm.

Trajectory snapshots, each containing a record of the atom positions and velocities at a particular instant in time, were saved every 100 fs during the production simulations.

### MD simulation of rhodopsin bound to arrestin

MD simulations were also performed for a constitutively active form of human rhodopsin bound to arrestin (pdb 4zwj). For the rhodopsin-arrestin complex, the arrestin from the original crystal structure was kept in the same proximity to the receptor for the MD simulations carried out in this work but the T4-lysozyme was removed from the N-terminus. Missing residues in arrestin were evaluated with the homology modeling software program MODELLER (<https://salilab.org/modeller/>) to assess and reconstruct the missing regions in the three-dimensional structure. A "Slow" folding assignment method was used and a conformation with the lowest Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) score was chosen for arrestin construction. Using the Meta II structure from a previous MD simulation as a model, we also added an *all-trans* retinal agonist to the receptor structure. The receptor, arrestin, (retinal) ligand, and resolved structural water molecules from the crystal structure were all embedded into a fully hydrated (POPC) lipid bilayer where all atoms were represented explicitly. The total system was comprised of approximately 65,000 atoms that included the rhodopsin-arrestin complex, 152 lipid molecules, 16,618 water molecules, and 100 mM NaCl to neutralize the net charge of the system. The MD simulation set-up and production runs were carried out in a similar manner as outlined for Meta II rhodopsin described in the previous section. Although, due to the large number of atoms in the rhodopsin-arrestin complex the initial run was conducted for 100 ns and the production MD simulation runs consisted of five independent simulations that were carried out for 300 ns.

Calculations
============

Velocity autocorrelation function
---------------------------------

The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) of atoms from the MD simulations were computed with the extended analysis tools that are included as part of the Gromacs software package. The VACF is defined by

where *v* refers to velocity and *i* denotes an atom or molecule in the simulation system. Fourier Transform of the VACF (VACFFT) is used to project out the underlying frequencies of the molecular fluctuations associated with the correlated motions detected in the MD simulation.

It is important to note that the calculated fluctuations uncovered from the MD simulation are not always IR active but often coincides with the IR modes detected in the experimental investigation. However, we have also observed that the vibrational frequencies calculated in the MD simulations are often 10--15 cm^−1^ blue-shifted when compared with the experimentally observed IR modes. This is particularly the case in the global fluctuation region (≤100 cm^−1^) where the collective protein fluctuations have greater anharmonicity.

Hydrogen-bond (H-bond) fluctuations and electrostatic interactions
------------------------------------------------------------------

Dynamical fluctuations within the hydrogen bond network within the receptor or between the receptor and the ligand and/or solvent molecules have been characterized by use of a correlation function

which averages over hydrogen bond pairs, and has an either 0 or 1 (hb (τ) = \[0,1\]) for a particular hydrogen bond *i* at time *t*. In this analysis, a hydrogen bond is defined by using a geometrical criterion, where the center of mass distance is less than 3.5 Å, the r(O•••H) distance is smaller than 2.6 Å, and the ∠HO•••O angle is smaller than 30°. Other weak interactions (Van der waal, electrostatic, etc...) in the receptor system are identified as contacts within an appropriate cut-off distance. We have used analyses of the weak interactions from the MD simulations as a means to further investigate the role and origin of ligand-receptor coupling in rhodopsin. We monitored the retinal torsional fluctuations as a function of residue-ligand interactions in the receptor ligand-binding pocket and used this information to further explore how such interactions are (allosterically) coupled to the collective fluctuations taking place within the receptor. This was primarily assessed by observing how correlated local (structural) fluctuations originating from the receptor ligand-binding pocket were coupled to the global motions of the receptor.

Principal component analysis (PCA)
----------------------------------

Principal component analyses (PCAs) were carried out by diagonalzing the covariance matrix , where *x* denotes protein atomic positions in the 3*N*-dimensional conformational space and the angular brackets represent the averages over the MD trajectory. Translational and rotational motions were removed by a least squares fitting to a reference structure. The eigenvectors of ***C*** were determined by diagonalization with an orthonormal transformation matrix. The resulting eigenvectors from the transformation were used to determine the PCA modes with eigenvalues (*λ*) equivalent to the variance in the direction of the corresponding eigenvector. The MD trajectory was projected onto the principal modes to determine the principal components. The eigenvalues *λ*~*i*~ of the principal components denote the mean square fluctuation of the principal component *i* and are arranged so that . Using this arrangement, the trajectories were filtered along the first principal component to analyze the collective dynamics taking place within the protein. The cosine content of the PCA modes presented were found to be less than 0.001.

Localized and global structural fluctuations (LSFs and GSFs)
------------------------------------------------------------

The localized structural fluctuations (LSFs) were calculated with the method of Pandini *et al*.[@b87] that utilizes a structural alphabet (SA) to define protein local structural fluctuations that are described by a set of 25 canonical states composed of four-residue protein fragments. Briefly, the four-residue fragments define the most probable protein local, conformational fluctuations in the protein 3-D structure. Structural correlations between local conformational changes of two protein fragments were calculated as a positional mutual information (MI) matrix between two column positions in the SA alignment. Likewise, the correlation between the motion of a protein fragment and the collective fluctuations (global structural fluctuations or GSFs) were calculated from the normalized MI of an array of fragment states and the array of collective states that were obtained from the top two PCAs of the receptor in the distinct states. This allowed us to investigate the relationship (overlap) between the local conformational fluctuations taking place in the receptor and the global, collective motions. In all cases, the outputs of the MI matrices were visualized with the use of network models.

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA), conservation, and coevolution analysis
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Class A Rhodopsin-like MSA data set was retrieved from the GPCR database (<http://gpcrdb.org/>). The reference sequence and structure were set as opsd_bovin with the PDB code 1u19. The conservation and co-evolutionary analyses on the rhodopsin-like family of sequences were carried out with the MISTIC server (<http://mistic.leloir.org.ar/index.php>). The mutual information score as implemented in MISTIC is calculated between pairs of columns in the MSA. The frequency for each amino acid pair is calculated using sequence weighting along with low count corrections and compared with the expected frequency. It is assumed that mutations between amino acids are uncorrelated. The MI score is calculated as a weighted sum of the log ratios between the observed and expected amino acid pair frequencies. The MI scores were translated into MI *z*-scores by comparing the MI values for each pair of positions with a distribution of prediction scores obtained from a large set of randomized MSAs[@b88]. The *z*-score is then calculated as the number of standard deviations that the observed MI value falls above the mean value obtained from the randomized MSAs. A *z*-score threshold of 6.5 describes a sensitivity of 0.4 and a specificity of 0.95. MISTIC lists every MI value between two residues with a value ≥6.5.

Determination of hinge residues in rhodopsin
--------------------------------------------

The hinge residues in rhodopsin were identified with the webserver HingeProt (<http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/HingeProt/hingeprot.html>).

Visualization of networks
-------------------------

Only the top 500 MI network links and nodes from the MSA were visualized. The position of residues in the two-dimensional MSA networks was computed with a combination of classical scaling and stress minimization[@b89]. And the network groupings were based on community detection resulting from modularity maximization[@b90]. The network layout and grouping were calculated using the software tool Visone (<http://visone.info/>).
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![Overview of the methods used in this investigation.\
The black arrows indicate the MD simulation vibrational analyses methods that were used to assign the vibrational modes detected experimentally. The red arrows indicate the MD simulation methods that were directly used to interpret the experimental data. The blue arrows demonstrate how the computational methods relate to one another. In the chart PCA = principal component analysis, GSF = global structural fluctuations, FDA = force distribution analysis, and LSF = localized structural fluctuations.](srep37290-f1){#f1}

![(**a**) Localized structural fluctuation (LSF) network of interactions from a MD simulation of rhodopsin in the inactive-state. In the network representation of the LSFs the nodes represent amino acid residues and the links between the nodes signify a localized interaction. The size of the nodes denote the number of interactions (connections) that a given node possesses. In the network representation of the LSFs we find that the connections of the inactive receptor are grouped into two separate communities that represent both inactive (blue) and active-like (orange) protein conformational fluctuations. (**b**) The corresponding fluctuations are mapped onto a 3-D cartoon representation of rhodopsin.](srep37290-f2){#f2}

![(**a**) The experimental THz spectrum of rhodopsin in the dark-state (black line) and in the light-activated state (magenta, dashed line) in the 20--100 cm^−1^ spectral region. The inset shows the 45--90 cm^−1^ spectral region of the dark-state protein. (**b**) The torsional spectrum of the retinal from rhodopsin MD simulations in the dark-state (blue line) and in the Meta II activated-state (orange line). The torsion of the retinal is defined by the angle created by the C5-, C9-, and C13- methyl groups. The inset on the right shows the mobility of the retinal motion from the (R) dark-state MD simulation and (L) Meta II simulation where blue represents less mobility and red more mobility. The inset on the left side shows the 110--165 cm^−1^ region of the calculated retinal torsional spectrum. (**c**) The Fourier Transform of the velocity autocorrelation function of protein residues surrounding the ligand-binding pocket in rhodopsin in the dark-state MD simulation. (**d**) Shows the residues used for the calculation of the velocity autocorrelation function spectrum in (**c**).](srep37290-f3){#f3}

![(**a**) The experimental THz spectrum of rhodopsin in the dark-state (black line) and light-activated state (magenta, dashed line) in the 100--160 cm^−1^ spectral region. The inset shows the entire 100--200 cm^−1^ spectral region of the experimental spectrum. (**b**) Cα− representation of rhodopsin showing the conformational mobility from the MD simulation of (R) dark-state and (L) Meta II activated-state of rhodopsin. Regions in blue represent areas of less mobility and regions in red more mobility.](srep37290-f4){#f4}

![Analysis of the MD simulation of Meta II.\
(**a**) Conserved networks of H-bonds involving water molecules in rhodopsin taken from the literature[@b57], highlighting the D(E)RY, CWxP, Schiff base-counter ion and NPxxY network motifs are shown in red, blue, green, and magenta licorice representation, respectively. The licorice representation of residues in the blue, rectangular box show the amino acids comprising the CWxP motif that is believed to convert between two different rotamer conformations in the inactive and active states. (**b**) Cartoon representation of Meta II showing the mapping of the LSFs from the MD simulation onto the protein 3-D structure. The different colors in the network mapping of the LSFs represent regions of correlated fluctuations. (**c**) The spectrum of the fluctuations from the MD simulation of Meta II showing the rotamer torsion (blue), torsional oscillation of the retinal (orange), vibrational fluctuation of the Asn302 network comprising the NPxxY motif (magenta), and the spectral signature of the localized solvent relaxation (LSR) mode (red) that couples with the conserved network of H-bonds. (**d**) A 2-D mapping of the LSFs from (**b**) where solid links correspond to strong interactions between residues and dotted links are associated with weaker connections. The numbers correspond to the stages of activation outlined at the bottom of the figure.](srep37290-f5){#f5}

![(**a**) MSA of the rhodopsin-like family of proteins broken into communities with each community containing different colors. In communities, nodes within the same community are highly connected and communicate with one another efficiently in a localized manner, whereas nodes in different communities have fewer connections and require intermodular edges (or links) for forming long-distance communication. The nodes represent amino acid residues, the links are the connections between the residues, and the size of the nodes denotes the number of connections (links) to other nodes. The reference structure for the MSA is bovine rhodopsin (opsd_bovin) with pdb ID 1u19. (**b**) Cα− atom representation of rhodopsin showing the global hinge-like elongation torsion of Meta II from the dominant PCA mode (PCA1) from the MD simulation. The global torsion has been divided into structural domains where each domain is colored separately. The line shown depicts the bisector region of the separate domains.](srep37290-f6){#f6}

![(**a**) Cartoon representation of active-state rhodopsin bound with arrestin showing the mapping of the LSFs from the MD simulation onto the rhodopsin 3-D structure. The different colors in the network mapping of the LSFs represent regions of correlated fluctuations. (**b**) A 2-D mapping of the LSFs from (**a**). (**c**) The spectrum of the fluctuations from the MD simulation of the arrestin-bound rhodopsin showing the rotamer torsion (blue), torsional oscillation of the retinal (orange), vibrational fluctuation of the Asn302 network comprising the NPxxY motif (magenta). The inset in (**c**) shows the spectral signature of the solvent H-bonding fluctuations (red) that couple with the conserved network of water-mediated H-bonds in rhodopsin. (**d**) Illustration of the dominant PCA mode (PCA1) of rhodopsin from the MD simulation of rhodopsin bound with arrestin where the areas in blue show regions with less mobility and the areas in red show regions with more mobility.](srep37290-f7){#f7}

###### Tentative spectral assignment of *collective fluctuations* (THz spectral range ≤100 cm^−1^) based on MD simulations.

  Description from MD simulations                                                                                                                                    Assignment from experimental THz spectra
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  R-P(10-L): Collective oscillation of (polyene) chain terminus coupled with active-state receptor global mode                                                        
  R-P(20-L): Collective chain-twisting torsion coupled with global dynamics of the active-state receptor                                                              
  P(30-DL): Global oscillation of receptor side-chains coupled with an out-of-plane collective backbone torsion                                                      (25-D): Global oscillation of receptor side-chains
  R-P(40-DL): Chain torsional fluctuation in which the β-ionone ring motion is restricted by ligand pocket residue interactions                                       
  R-P(65-D): Chain torsion combined with a retinal ring bending motion that is coupled with a collective receptor backbone torsion                                   (55-D): Collective backbone torsional oscillation
  R-P(85-D): Collective oscillation of receptor amino acid side-chains coupled with the torsional fluctuation of the terminal portion of the retinal polyene chain   (75-D): Receptor residue-ligand coupled fluctuation involving retinal polyene chain

D, THz spectra in dark or 11-*cis* retinal (cm^−1^) in MD simulation; L, light or *all-trans* retinal (cm^−1^) in MD simulation, R = retinal, P = protein, and R-P = retinal-protein. All numbers are given as approximate cm^−1^ values for simulated MD (column 1) or experimental spectra (column 2).

###### Tentative spectral assignment of more *localized fluctuations* (THz spectral range \>100 cm^−1^) based on MD simulations.

  Description from MD simulations                                                                                                                                           Assignment from experimental THz spectra
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  P(110-DL): Rotational fluctuation of methyl group side-chains                                                                                                             (110-L): Torsional oscillation of methyl groups in solvent-exposed helical regions
  R-P(120-L): Chain torsion involving C9-and C13- methyl group fluctuations coupled with solvent-induced receptor helical fluctuations                                      122-L): Solvent-induced (anharmonic) H-bond fluctuation coupling solvent modes to receptor helical backbone atoms
  R-P(130-L): Chain torsion involving C13- methyl group fluctuation coupled with solvent-induced receptor helical fluctuations                                              (128-L): Solvent-induced (anharmonic) H-bond fluctuation coupling solvent modes to receptor helical mainchain atoms
  R-P(150-DL): Torsional oscillation of β-ionone ring joined with a localized fluctuation of retinal chain that couple with solvent-induced receptor helical fluctuations   (142-DL): Solvent-induced H-bond helical fluctuation coupled with out-of-plane retinal torsion
  R-P(160-DL): Localized fluctuation of the retinal chain coupled with receptor interhelical H-bond fluctuations                                                            (150-DL): Interhelical H-bond fluctuation coupled with out-of-plane retinal torsion

D, THz spectra in dark or 11-*cis* retinal (cm^−1^) in MD simulation; L, light or *all-trans* retinal (cm^−1^) in MD simulation, R = retinal, P = protein, and R-P = retinal-protein. All numbers are given as approximate cm^−1^ values for simulated MD (column 1) or experimental spectra (column 2).
